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Roll filler course

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
Roll filler Coarse is a waterborne all-round putty based on copolymer.
The product is coarse-grained and has a low density and high filling capacity.
The putty's consistency is adapted for roller application.
The product is used indoors in dry spaces for roller application of walls and ceilings made of
plaster, concrete, lightweight concrete, plasterboard, etc.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Colour light grey
Solvent water
Filling capacity max 6 mm
Density ca 1,0 kg/L
Weight dry content ca 62 %
Application roller or putty shovel
Drying time 1 hour per mm
Using temp +10°C - +25°C
Cleaning off tools water
Storing max. 12 month
Other use protection glasses and mouthprotection when grinding
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
The substrate must be dry, clean and well bound. It is important that the surface
temperature is not lower than +10°C!
The putty is applied with a long-haired roller, or wide putty.
The drying time is affected by layer thickness, temperature, humidity, substrate etc.
Safety glasses and a respirator should be used when grinding. The sanded surface must be
dusted off before further treatment such as painting and wallpapering takes place.
If the surface is to be wallpapered, the surface should be pre-glued, follow the wallpaper
manufacturer's recommendations.
Tools are cleaned after use with water.

Disclaimer 
The data provided above, as well as our instructions and recommendations, are based on
experience and a lot of trials.
They are intended to help our customers find the most suitable work method and as a guide
when choosing a product.
As the consumer's working conditions are beyond our control, we cannot assume any
responsibility for the results he obtains when using the product.
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